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12:09:29         From  Debbie Ruff : What grade level is the new Peggy Thomas book geared?
12:10:02         From  Melissa Lamczyk : S\What age groups would you suggest for each of the books?
12:22:33  From  Robin Thomson : Nursing homes love the ag mags.
12:23:01  From  Melissa Lamczyk : Would this be considered the adult programs in the grant?
12:24:30  From  Melissa Lamczyk : I love this idea and I have done a few nursing home presentations in nursing homes
12:29:47  From  Katie Pratt : Random question .  . . can we get an updated list of teachers who have registered for the 
field trips and author talks?
12:31:01  From  Caroline Winkelmann : I want to share books being read aloud on our facebook page instead of just the 
book reviews.  Is there are reason you all don't do this?
12:31:34  From  Caroline Winkelmann : So is there any site that has permission
12:32:08  From  Caroline Winkelmann : There are sooo many on you tube...
12:32:42  From  Caroline Winkelmann : hahahahah  Ok, can they come back on us for promoting them or just the 
actual site that is reading them
12:33:03  From  Caroline Winkelmann : I don't want to read them
12:33:03  From  Diane : Suggestions to draw audience for family reading night since many schools will probably be 
hosting a family reading night event?  
12:33:24  From  Melissa Lamczyk : We had that happen with our school mascot that the school had had forever. the 
suit was from a college team.
12:33:51  From  Caroline Winkelmann : I don't want to read aloud, I just want to share acceptable site.
12:35:11  From  Kevin Daugherty : For Carrie.....so...the sites that are doing it are ILLEGAL....most of the major 
publishing houses have said you can ONLY DO THIS ON CLOSED CHANNELS......we got special permission from 
AFBFA to do this witih Right theis very minute and the Ice Cream book.
12:36:30  From  Caroline Winkelmann : ok - thanks!!  Our school was promoting some and I thought maybe somebody 
had actually done it legit.  Thanks for the info.
12:36:58  From  Kelcee Miller : What about recipes where families could try to make flavored popcorn? Cheddar, kettle 
corn, carmel, chocolate drizzle, etc - all calorie free naturally ;)
12:37:51  From  Chris Wyant : Yes! I don't have it on the list yet, but I have a microwave caramel corn recipe that we're 
going to adapt for this. I'll look into some other recipes as well.
12:38:02  From  Jennifer Smith : We are going to have a pork chop dinner drive-thru with Wabash Valley FS and we 
are working on a county cookbook. 
12:40:32  From  Melissa Lamczyk : Our school organization does the painting classes and raise great money but here's 
an overload of those in my area.
12:40:50  From  Grundy AITC : I had a sponsor from my cancelled Ag Jeopardy from last spring reach out to me for 
something to sponsor... They had charitable contribution dollars left over for the calendar year and were wondering if I 
had another activity they could sponsor.
12:41:56  From  Maria Farris WCAITC : I have asked local businesses to sponsor the buying of our Ag books to give to 
our local schools.  I was able to make a book walk that a business sponsored that I took to all the schools.
12:44:50  From  Melissa Lamczyk : I hope all who can, would try the painting classes those are great fun activities if 
you can do that right now. there's a lot of great ideas and different ways to host. I didn't want to discourage anyone.
12:44:55  From  Diane : Did the posters travel from school to school ?
12:45:31  From  Melissa Lamczyk : That sounds like a great idea for a business book walk. We had a Halloween stroll 
that went over well.
12:46:44  From  Diane : Can you share an example of one of the signs?
12:48:02  From  Melissa Lamczyk : Maria di you share this on your social media?
12:52:37  From  Melissa Lamczyk : We did virtual for Mt. Vernon Teacher Conference
12:54:19  From  Melissa Lamczyk : around 2000 teachers
12:56:40  From  Jennifer Smith : What are some ideas for continuing education for us?  
12:59:38  From  Melissa Lamczyk : I like to highlight some of the lesson booklets and particular books. They make for 
a good session.
13:00:24  From  Kelcee Miller : Something I am thinking about is a food drive of some type. Still in the 
planning/brainstorming phase & how to navigate with COVID restrictions but something I am tossing around
13:01:46  From  Kelcee Miller : Awesome, thank you!!
13:02:09  From  Melinda Jean Charbonneau : I think Jennifer is asking about where coordinators get continuing 
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education--education and ag meetings
13:03:03  From  Jennifer Smith : thanks Melinda
13:03:35  From  Caroline Winkelmann : Extension is having trainings for Annual Meeting Nov 18 & 19
13:03:59  From  Melissa Lamczyk : A lot of this continuing education is shared on the Extension social media sites 
which Kevin just mentioned.
13:04:45  From  Caroline Winkelmann : The Illinois Soybean Association has events that they should be promoting 
online
13:04:47  From  Debbie Ruff : IDOA is planning a Conservation Cropping Seminar virtually in January.  They will be 
talking about conservation, soil health and NLRS.
13:04:55  From  Leslie kueker :  Would  a college course work for those continuing education/professional 
development for us? 
13:05:30  From  Sarah Kaper : Project Learning Tree has some trainings coming up.
13:05:38  From  Jennifer Smith : Thanks. 
13:05:57  From  Kristi S. : Thank you,
13:06:01  From  Melissa Lamczyk : Thank you for all the great info!
13:06:13  From  Leslie kueker : Are we going to do this again?
13:06:53  From  Leslie kueker : Thank you 
13:08:05  From  Melinda Jean Charbonneau : Very much appreciated!  Thank you!
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